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Summary: ‘Ride on Rocket,’ says Hugo to his motorcycle. Hugo waves to
friends and heads for Magic Mountain where he can see all over the countryside.
Then there is a rumble and the ground shakes. Rocks tumble down to the bridge,
right where Hugo’s friends are walking. Hugo must race to save them.

Supplies: Color copies of Hugo’s hometown (from the inside cover of the
book)

STORY PRESENTATION
Setting the Stage: Hold up the map of Hugo’s town. Ask: What am I holding?
What do we use maps for? This is a story about an elephant named Hugo. This is
a map of Hugo’s town. Let’s look at the map together. What are some of the
places that you see on the map? Go through each of the places on the map and
ask the kids to point to the spots on their own map.

Read the Story: Today we are going to read a story about an Elephant who
rides a motorcycle. As I read the story, you can use your finger to follow Hugo’s
journey on the map. Here we go!

Finishing the Story: What was the name of Hugo’s motorcycle? What was
special about Hugo’s motorcycle? (It had a sidecar!) How did Hugo help save
his friend? (Hugo heave-ho and pulled Percy to safety) How was the sidecar
helpful in the story (Hugo took everyone to see the doctor.) Has anyone here ever
ridden in a sidecar? Let’s go take a look at some other three-wheeled vehicles
that were used to help people.
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GALLERY PRESENTATION
Exhibit/Artifact: Take your students into the third gallery of the Harley-
Davidson Journey on the second floor. Look for the three-wheeled vehicles on
display. Now, look up at the pictures located above the displays.
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Gallery Facts to Share with Students:
 Harley-Davidson motorcycles not just used as leisure vehicles, also used

for work/delivery
 There are three different types of service vehicles: forecar (first, 1913)

package truck (1915), and servi-car (1932)
 Ask: What kinds of jobs were these motorcycles used for? Are delivery

vehicles look like this today? Are motorcycles still used as delivery
vehicles?


